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ABSTRACT

This test nropram was conducted by the Nevada AutomotiveAest Center duriing tne months of April through June 1974 to deterninethe dynamic characteristics of a combat tire system manufactured inBrazil. The 9.00-16 bias Dlv tires were testeI on the M715 1 1/14 tonvehicle. l t

Dynamic traction, rolling resistance, lateral stability andbraking tests were run on wet asphalt surfaces usinp a standard non-directional mud and snow military !,ias ply tire of the same size as acontrol. A 5000 mile durability test over paved, secondapy and cross-country surfaces and a series of 25 mile run-flat missions concludedthe dynamic phase of the propram. Static spring rates and footDrintanalyses rounded out the test program.

The combat tire system demonstrated better tractive ability,shorter stopping distance, equal rolling resistance and poorer lateralstability than the control tire used for comparison. Tires selected forthe system failed in the rear wheel positions in the 5000 mile durabilitytest, but the system itself survived durability and run-flat requirements
without indication of failure.
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INTRODUCTION

This test prorram was representative of the military's con-
tinuinr, research to urprade mobilitv of wheeled combat vehicles. The
feasibility of introducin, a combat tire with run-flat capability into
the system is not ruestioned. In terms of lovistics, mission comple-
tions and improved overall support, a suitable and dependable tire
system, operationallv immune to a majoritv of the known peneral hazards
in combat areas would preatly increase efficient .uprort and reduce the
volume of units necessary for the same number of missions.

The vast number of applications and requirements, counled with
the known failure-rrducing obstacles tires are exposed to, present a
never endinr challenpe to research to improve existing technolopies and
to design and develop new systems. The present state of the art of tire
technologv dictates much of the criteria which must he adhered to for
successful results but as needs change, technologv is advanced - over-
coming today's problems and moving to a better product.

4 4
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1.0 TEST 013JLCTIVI;

The objectize of this test rropram was to evahuatte durability
and tractive ability of a run-flat combat tubelass tire.

Durinr the durat-iiitv phase of testinv, the tire system was
exposed to a comIiination of raved hi5'h speed and low speed on-
eration over various cross-country terrains.

The enrineerinr Phase of the test prosyraa studied the tire
system's resrons e to lateral stability and tract ive abilitv
compared to a standard military non-directional mud and snow
(N.D..S.) tire of the same size.

A
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The run-flat aspect of the Brazilian combat tire svstem el J
successfully. The solid rubber insert prevented bead unseatinp
and limited the deflection after air loss, allowing near normal
vehicle bandling and stability characteristics.

The heavy inner liner construction of th~e tire created an excep-
tnal- stiff carcass and crown resulting in fabric dmae and

ultimatelv failure in four of the tires tested.

The two piece tub~eless rim design was satisfactory but those
tested were poorlV',fabricated.

Performance of the Brazilian combat tire system in engineering-
tests was favorable compared to the standard military N.D.M.S.-
tires.-

A 3-



" '4.0 RECOMMENDATIONq

To further demonstrate the capabilities of this 7nmbat tire
system, it is recommended that a more suitable selection of
a tire be made. A tubeless 9.00-16 bias or radial ply tire,
especially one with steel construction, would be more compat-

* ible with this system than the nylon bias ply with the heavy
1; inner liner supplied for the test.

A reduction in sidewall stiffness and sprinp rate would allow
more shock absorption resultinp in less damage to th: carcass
cords and would imnrove soft soil mobility.

A reduction in carcass mass would allow the system to dissipate
heat more readily and to generate heat less readily.

Rim construction should be improved, providing more strength
in the bead seat areas.

I With these changes, more satisfactory results should be obtained
in all phases of the test; tires should withstand shock loadings
encountered in cross-country operation without breakinp cords;

[ generate less heat build-up on hiph speed pavement operationz
exhibit improved lateral stability, braking distance and tractive
ability.

-4.



5.0 SCOPL-OF WORK

5.1 Wet Asphalt Traction and Rolling Resistance

4t The M715 test vehicle was loaded to recommended cross-
country gross vehicle weight, 8400 Pounds, with the
test tires installed. After attaching the dvnamometer
vehicle, the test vehicle entered the wet asphalt test
area. While maintaining steady-state wheel speed of
2.5 miles per hour, resistance was applied by the dyna-
mometer vehicle. until wheel slip was obtained on the
test vehicle. A minimum of four runs were made at each
of +he three inflation pressures for both tire groups.
The test vehicle was operated in two-wheel drive mode
for this test.

Rollinp resistance was measured on both tire groups by
placinR the test vehicle transmission in neutral, towin!
the vehicle backwards at 5 miles ner hour and recording
the resistance indicated on the load cell. Ten readinps
were recorded for each pass at each inflation pressure.

Figures 1 and 2 araphicallv summarize the traction results
and Figure 3 summarizes the rollinp resistance results.

5.2 Wet Asphalt Braking

Braking tests were performed at three inflation P-essures
on the M715 test vehicle loaded to recommended 'ross-
country gross vehicle weight. A standurd military N.D.VlS.
bias ply tire was used for comparison purpotes and the tests
were conducted on a wet asphalt surface at an entrance speed
of 50 miles per hour. Stoppinp distance was measured, in
feet, from the point of brake application to vehicle stand-
still. A minimum of four runs were made at each inflation
pressure.

A
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5.0 SCOPE O" WOFY (Contd.)
L2

5.3 "J" Turns

Y"J" turns were conducted on a wet asnhalt surface on the

M715 loaded to recommended cross-country pross vehicle
weight. The 92.5 foot radids marked on the test course
represented the 90 foot radius at the centerline of the
vehicle plus 2.5 feet, so that all measurements could be
made relative to the .Position of the outside wheels.

Initial entrance speed was 10 miles ner hour and was, in-
creased in predetermin , speed increments until full lock
steer was reached or lis of control resulted. A standard
military N.D.M.S. bias ply tire was used for comparison and
run at the same inflation pressures as the test tires with
the exception of t,.' zero inflation pressure nossible on

tthe test tires.

The relative difterence between the positions of the front
tires and the r,,ar tires from the srecified radius a: the
various speeds determined the lateral stability character-

* istics of the condition tested.

5.4 Spring Rates and Footprint Analyses

Sprinp rates of the test tires were determined at five in-
flation tressures from 15 to 50 Pslp. The tires were loaded
from zero load to 2500 pounds and the deflection measured at
each 250 pound increment of load.

F'ootpt.'ints of the test tires were taken at five inflation
pressures and at two loads. nross and net areas were meas-
ured bu-comnensating polar planimeter.

S. -



- 5.o SCOPE OF WORK (Contd.)

:5.5 Durability Testing

Th- durability phase of the program was conducted on the
M715 vehicle at recommended cross-country pross vehicle
wei.ht. Tires were inflated to the -econmended vehi-le
inflation pressures of 25 nsic. front and U5 Psig rear.
The 5000 mile test was run over a test course which con-
sisted nf 70% paved, 15% improved secondary 2nd 15% cross-
country surfaces. All testing was performed at the naxi-
mum safe operating speed for the condition. The test tires

S '- were measured prior to start, of test, at mid-point and at
the end of test.

5.6 Run-rlat Evaluation

At the conulusion of the durability phase, a specified run-
flat sequence was performed. A 25 mile course consisting of
17 miles of naved surface, 4 miles of improved secondary--and
4 miles of cross-country was nepotiated at maximum safe speed.
Testing was conducted with the left front tire deflated, both
the ripht front and right rear tires deflated, with the left
and ripht rear tires deflated and with all four tires deflated.
After each exercise, the affected tire(s) were reinflated to
determine their capability to retain air.

-7-
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.2 Wet Asphalt Braking

Chart No. 2

50 mpnh Wet Asphalt Braking

Inflation
Press., Psis' Storwdnrr Distance, ft.

Tire Group Front Rear Measured Calculated

*Brazilian Combat 25 45 148.8 146.0
N.t3.M.S., bias 25 35 1149.5 158.0
ply, 9.00-1 15 15 148.8 145.0

Standard Military 25 4~5 159.0 163.0
N.D.M.S., bias 25 35 157.8 15F. 0
ply, 9.00-16 15 15 151.5 153.0

As in the wet traction test, the carcass stiffness and lower
-Shore "A" durometer compound of the Brazilian combat tire

*shows an advantage over the standard military N.D.M.S. tire
in stoppting distance. The brake system of thp M715 is not of
a capacity to give locked wheel braking~ at the gross vehicle
weight and entrance speed spvcified in this test.



8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

148.3 ""Turns

Chart No. 3

Wet Asphalt "J" Turns

Inflation Maximum Differential
Press., rsir Nepotiable Front to Rear,

Tire Grou) Front Fear Speed, mph inchesSVBrazilian Combat 25 45 21 1 \2
N.D.M.S., bias 25 35 20 13

-ply, 9.00-16 15 15 22 25
0 0 22 26

-~Standard Military 25 145 22 23

N.D.M.S., bias 25 35 23 42
I.ply, .00-16 15 15 20 28

As illustrated in the above chart, the Brazilian Combat tires
had less lateral stability at the higher inflation pressures
than the standard military tire but showed an improvement at
15 psip front and rear over the comparison tire.' At zero in-
flation pressure, the lateral stability of the Brazilian Comn-
bat tires was the same as at 15 psip inflation. The comparison

stanardmilitary tire could not be run at zero inflation on
this test. Figures 4 through 7 graphically Illustrate the
lateral stability degradation as speed increases.
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80 -DISCUSSION -(Contd.-)

8.4 -,'Spring. Rates and Footprint Analyses

Chart No. 4

4.Spring Pa.. es

-Inflation Pounds Reinuired For
Press., psiE, 1Inch Deflection

35 2500
25 2000
1s 1825

Chart No. 5

Footprint Length To Width

Inflation 1500 Pounds 2500 Pounds
Pressure, Lenpth, Width, L7'F 4eii;7ih W~dth, 7VW

inches inches Ratio inches inches Ratio

50 7.375 5.375 .73 8,500Q 6i.87 5 .81
457.750 5.625 .73 8.875 - 7.000 .79'135 8.000 6.250 .78 9.000 7.375 .82

25 7.875 6.375 .81 9.500 7.500 .79

15 9.000 7.125 -.79 10.250 7.875 .77



8.0 DISCUSSIONI (Contd.)

8.4 Spring Rates and Footprint Analyses (Contd.)

Chart No. 6

Footprint Net To Cross

Inflation 1500 Pounds
Pressure, Gros§ Net' Poundn/Square Inch

psir so. ins. sca. ins. Grss Ne Ratio

50 29.6 11.7 - 50.7 _128.2 2.5
45 33.0 12.6 45. 5 119.0 2. 6
35 38.1. 15.1- 39.4 99.3 2.5

25 0.1 16.3 37.4 -92.0 24
15 49.5 20.2 30.3 74.3 2.4

'JI

Inf lati on 2500 Pounds --

Pressure, Gross Net PoudSquare Inch
psig sq. -ins. _.sq. ins. -- ross Net Ratio

50 45.4 - 18.9 55.1 132.3 2.4
45 48.8, 19.2 51.2 130.2 2.5
35 52.63 22.2 47.5 112.6 2.3
25 58.9 24.4 42.4 1.02.5 2.4
15 (16. 5 28.2 37.6 88.7 2.3

Spring rates from Char't No. -4 and pounds per square inch Rround
pressure from Chart No. 6 indicate the hiph stiffness of this
tire system. This analysis clearly shows how rock damiafpe was
sustained by the nylon fabric plies with re~ultant tire failures
as experienced durlnp the durability phase of the test program.

rigure flo. 8 graphically displays the sprinp rates.

-13-
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.5 Durability Testing

The M71b recommended inflation pressures of 25 nsip front
and 45 psip rear and recommended cross-country pross veh-
icle weipht of 8400 pounds were utilized for the durability
phase. A test course was established which provided 70%
paved oreration, 15% secondary and 15% cross-country sur-
faces. A maximum speed of 55 miles per hour was set for the
paved sections, 35 miles per hour for secondary and 25 miles
per hour for cross-country surfaces.

The total duribility test mileage accumulated was 5002.1 at
an averap.e sieed of 41.7 miles per hour. The paved mileage
was 3500.7 at an average sreed of 45.4 miles Per hour, sec-
ondary mileare was 751 miles at an averaqe sneed of 30.2
miles Per houir and 730.4 miles oF cross-country were run at
an averave speed of 22.6 miles per hour. Total fuel consumed
was 724.4 gallons for an average of 6.91 miles per gallon.

The front tires completed test without failure but a total of
*four tires failed in the rear wheel positions.

Tire Code/ Wheel Total
Serial No. Pos. Test Miles Reason For Removal

A-I Rp 2883.6 Sudden air loss due to massive
E15UO03909 rupture across tread. Failure

may have been induced by rock
impact on cross-country or
secondary section of test course.

" Failure appears to have started
1 1/2 inches from outside side-
wall in tread area under a tread
lug. A slipht brownish discolor-
ation is evident at the root of
the "V" shaped tear which extends
across the tread to the inside
should r. Approximate tempera-
tures at time of failure were
1071. ambient and 1580F. surface.
Replaced with tire A-5, S/N
E15U004953.

-14-



8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.5 Durability Testing~ (Contd.)

Tire Code/ Wheel Total
Serial No. Pos. Test Miles Eeason For Removal

A-3 LP. 3151.0 railure similar to A-4.SL15UO15069 Apparent separation between
tread rubber and nylon plies.
Two circumferential splits in
tread, 3 1/2 inches apart and
discoloration of cords in failed.
area. Approximate temperatures
at time of failure were 910F.
ambient and l's5or. surface.
Replaced with tire A-6, S/N
El5U005599.

A-5 RR 1067.0 Failure similar te, A-4.
EISU004953 "'I" shaped tear across tread

from inside shoulder to outside
shoulder. Discolored cords and
shiny area representative of
p~rior separation which may have
caused hot spots result ing in
air loss. Tire was replaced by
a Goodyear All Service N.D.M.S.
for return to the Proving Grounds.
Tire A-7, S/N E15U0L4692 was then
installed.
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

8.5 Durability Test'np (Contd.)

Tire Code/ Wheel Total
Serial No. Pos. Test Miles Reason For Removal

A-7 RR 981.4 Tire developed a large bubble,
E15UO04692 ]( inches in lenpth, across the

tread. Cutting revealed separa-
tions between carcass plies and
tread stock and between carcass
plies and inner liner. Carcass

i Dlies were broken in crown area
and discolored in a 1 1/2 inch
area. This would indicate an
early separation or damage to
the plies and a high heat
peneration in the immediate area.
Replaced with tire A-8, S/NVE5U0054b8 for the remainder of
the test.

Irregular wear and excessive heel wear were evident on both of
the front tires at the end of test. All tires sustained rock
cuts durinp the test, none were to the carcass plies.

Xk
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8.0 DISCUSSION (Contd.)

C.6 Run-Flat Evaluation

During the four cycles on the 25 mile run-flat course, no

failure or malfunction was observed. The subjective obser-
vations and vehicle speeds were as follows:

Run No. 1 - Left front tire deflated
Maximum speed, raved: 52 mph
Averape speed, secondary: Not affected
Average sreed, cross-country: Not affected
Very slight difference in stabilitv and handling.
Moderate pull to left in four-wheel drive mode in

1'* sand.

Run No. 2 - Right front and right rear tires deflated
Maximum speed, paved: 47 mph
Averape speed, seconAarv: Not affectedV Averape speed, cross-country: Not affected
Moderate pull to ripht on paved surface but no
control problem under power. In the braking mode
from speeds above 35 miles per hour, heavy pull
to rirht. Moderate pull to right in sand in both

two- and four-wheel drive modes.

Pun No. 3 - beft and rig'ht rear tires deflated
"aximum speed, paved: 43 mph
Average speed, secondary: Not affected
Avprare speed, cross-country: Not affected
Severe rear-end steer was evident during this run.
At the maximum speed on pavement, vehicle stability
was marginal.

Run Io. 4 - All tires deflated
Miaximum speed, paved: 50 mph
Average speed, secondarv: Not affected
Avrarre speed, cross-country: Not affected
Vehicle handling and stabilitv were rated equal to
having all tires inflated but rollinr resistance
was great enough to .educe maximum speed due to
limited enpine torque. Speed drorped off consider-
ably on grades. nperation in sand was improved by
the increase in tire footprint.

At the end of the paved section after each run, the shoulder
LI  temperature of the deflated tire and correspondinp inflated

tire was measured. These values are shown in Chart No. 7.

-17-



8.0 DISCUJSSJIN (rontd.)

8.6 Run-lat Evaluation (Contd.)

I. Chart No. 7

I. Run-Flat Shoulder-TemDeratures

Pun Tire Shoulder Corres. Shoulder Temperature OF.
No. Pos. Temp. °!. Tire Temn. OF. Ambient Surface

1 I.X 18c) P." 15U 77 104
2 PP/~R 216/251 t,/I,R 129/163 81 120
3 RP/IP. 262/255 RF/LF 160/129 91 130
4 F /IF 190/192 ...-. 96 135

PP/LN 255/255

After the final run on pavement, the solid insert and the crown
of the left rear tire were nrobed and the recorded temoeratures
were 26 01'. in the insert and 252°1F. at the crown. The right
rear insert was 2s8or. and the crown was 257°F.

After each run the deflated tire or tires were inflated and
checked for any leakai'e and none was found except where the side-
wall and crown areas were probed after the fourth run.

As a f inl check, the left front tire was inflated to 50 psig,
four i2-pennv nails driven into the crown and sidewall and with-
drawn. All punctures leaked.

Two of the test tires were cut, bead to bead, to inspect the
inner liners and solid inserts. No sign of damage could be

tfound in either element.

The thirk rubber liner bonded to the inner liner was found to be
one inch thick in tho sidewall areas and reluced to 1/? inch
thick in the crown, but uniform-or symetrlcal in contour.
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